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Hard Floor Coating
FORMULATED WITH VSPTM TECHNOLOGY

3v6TM Hard Floor Coating formulated with VSPTM  
Technology provides increased initial gloss and dramati-
cally extended life with fewer coats of product on the  
floor. VSPTM proprietary coatings more effectively pene-
trate pores in floor substrates providing a smooth, glass-like 
and ultra-durable film, which dramatically reduces soil 
embedding and retention. Your floors will stay cleaner lon-
ger. As a result of the enhanced durability of 3v6TM, strip 
cycles can be extended to 24-36 months without sacrific-
ing appearance by following the recommended procedures.

BRILLIANT INITIAL GLOSS
Due to the smooth, glass-like film surface of 3v6TM, the
initial gloss and depth of gloss is improved compared to tra-
ditional floor finishes. You get instant, visible and improved 
results on your floor.

SUPERIOR SOIL RESISTANCE
Enhanced VSPTM Technology more effectively penetrates 
pores in floor substrates providing a smoother, high-gloss, 
detergent resistant and more durable film, which dramat-
ically reduces soil embedding and retention. Your floors 
will stay cleaner longer.

REDUCED COATS/REDUCED COSTS
3v6TM performs better and lasts longer than traditional 
floor finishes with fewer coats applied. Cost savings in 
labor and materials are measurable.

EXTENDED LIFE CYCLE
3v6TM incorporates a proprietary formula that includes 
nano-ceramic particles to provide long- term resistance 
to scratching and abrasions as well as increased ability to 
withstand detergent scrubbing. Strip cycles can be extend-
ed to 24-36 months without sacrificing appearance when 
following the recommended procedures. Your labor and 
material costs are reduced.

3v6TM



PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
pH (concentrate)  .....................................7.85-8.70
Appearance ............................Off White Emulsion
Fragrance .........................................................Acrylic
Freezing Point ......................................  About 320F
Boiling Point ..................................................... 2120F
% Non-Volatile Solids ................................22  0.5 
% Total Solids ......................................................28.0
Solubility in Water ................................Dispersible
Flash Point ..........................................................None
Coverage ...........1800 to 3000 sq. ft. per gallon

(may vary due to differences in porosity of the surface)

PRODUCT AVAILABILITY
9601 ............................................................4/1 Gallon
9605 ....................................................1/5 Gallon Pail
96055 .......................................... 1/55 Gallon Drum 
960275 ........................................1/275 Gallon Tote
                                                              (Special Order)

INITIAL APPLICATION
1. REMOVE old sealer/finish using a stripper and
    following label directions.
2. APPLY a medium coat of 3v6TM using a clean
    finish mop.
3. DRY: Allow 20-30 minutes drying time. **
4. APPLY 3-4 coats for best results allowing for
    adequate drying time between each coat.

MAINTENANCE
1. DUST MOP, damp mop and sweep as needed.
2. AUTOSCRUB or damp mop daily using an
    appropriate neutral cleaner following label
    instructions.
3. BURNISH using a light pad at least once  
    per week.
4. RESTORE using appropriate maintainer and
    following label directions.
5. As needed, thoroughly scrub, rinse and recoat
    worn areas with 3v6TM to maintain the foundation
    or base.

** Due to differences in temperature and humidity, 
actual drying time may vary.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE

INGREDIENT CAS#

DEIONIZED WATER 7732-18-5

STYRENE/ACRYLIC COPOLYMER Trade Secret

DIETHYLENE GLYCOL MONOETHYL ETHER 111-90-0

TRIBUTOXYETHYLPHOSPHATE 78-51-3  

2,2,4-TRIMETHYL-1,3-PENTANEDIOL DIISOBUTYRATE 6846-50-0 

ZINK AMMONIA CARBONATE COMPLEX 38714-47-5 

2-PROPENOIC ACID, POLYMER WITH ETHENE 9010-77-9  

AQUEOUS SOLUTION OF SODIUM SALT OF  
AN ETHOXYLATED SULFATE

Proprietary 

ALKYL ARYL INORGANIC ACID SALT  Trade Secret 

POLYETHYLENE WAXES, OXIDISED 68441-17-8  

POTASSIUM CARBONATE 584-08-7 

PARTIALLY FLUORONATED ALCOHOL 65545-80-4 

ALUMINIUM OXIDE 1344-28-1

BLANKOPHOR SOL 91-44-1

POLYALKYLENE GLYCOL 9003-13-8 
ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL 67-63-0

POLYETHOXYLATED METHYLOCTADECYLAMMONIUM 
METHYL SULFATE 38096-68-3 
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